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Abstract

2. Compare different GS models using CV in terms of prediction accuracy.

- GBS markers (92,702 SNPs)
Phenotypic data
- Grain yield (GY), plant height (PH), and heading date (HD)
- Phenotypic datasets
• BLUP across all environments (ABLUP)

Genomic selection models
- rrBLUP (Ridge regression best linear unbiased prediction)
- RKHS (Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space)

GBS

• Using lines belonging to same subpopulation, Q to predict GY
on the same group also had effects on rGS indicating the
importance of relatedness between the training and validation
populations to achieve optimal predictions
• Using locations with high phenotypic correlations to predict line
GY performance also showed effects on rGS
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Fig. 3 Effects of training population (TP) size on GS accuracy under a 10-fold CV
in rrBLUP for PH on different BLUP datasets. ABLUP- BLUP across all
environments; BLUP14- BLUP values across 2014 site-years; BLUP15- BLUP
across 2015 site-years; NBLUP- BLUP across northern environments; SBLUPBLUP across southern environments
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• Using subsets of more informative markers as opposed to
whole genotype data with different significant levels from
association analyses improved GS accuracy for GY and
agronomic traits in soft winter wheat
• Relatedness and increasing TP size also showed effects in
the accuracy of genomic predictions
• Results showed the importance of TP size, relatedness, and
marker number improving GS accuracies in soft winter wheat
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Table 1. Prediction accuracy (rGS), relative efficiency per cycle (REC) compared to a
cycle of phenotypic selection and relative efficiency per year (REY) for grain yield
under different GS models for ABLUP dataset

Grain yield

- Bayes A

rGS

RECa

REYb

rrBLUP

0.33

0.48

3.36

RKHS (Pedigree)

0.55

0.79

5.53

BRR

0.85

1.23

8.61

Model

- Bayes B

BayesA

0.78

1.13

7.91

BayesB

0.84

1.21

8.47

a RE calculated
C

Hoffstetter A, Cabrera A, Huang M, Sneller C (2016) Optimizing Training
Population Data and Validation of Genomic Selection for Economic Traits in
Soft Winter Wheat. G3: Genes| Genomes| Genetics:g3. 116.032532
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Fig. 4 Effects of relatedness of individuals on genomic prediction accuracy, 10-fold
CV rrBLUP. Population structure analyses using STRUCTURE revealed three
subpopulations Q1, Q2, and Q3 based on genomewide marker data. WP- whole
population

- BRR (Bayesian Ridge Regression)

Fig. 1 Cross validation in genomic selection. Zhao et al (2015)
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• BLUP for northern environments (NBLUP)

- 10 x cross validation

SS2

• Bayesian models generally showed higher prediction accuracy
compared to other models

• BLUP for 2015 season (BLUP15)

Cross validation

SS1

PH
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• BLUP for 2014 season (BLUP14)

• BLUP for southern environments (SBLUP)

HD

• Relative efficiency of GS per year (REy) for GY increased from
0.98-3.71 to 1.60-5.90 when subsets of marker data were used
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- Illumina 9K SNP chip (5,661 SNPs)

• Using subsets of markers derived from association analyses
increased rGS among measured traits compared to using whole
marker dataset

Fig. 2 Effects of using subsets of markers for genome-wide predictions using 10fold CV in rrBLUP for GY, HD, and PH. Marker subset 1 (SS1) was based on p <
0.10; subset 2 (SS2) was based on p < 0.05; and subset 3 (SS3) was based on
allele effects; all results were from association analyses. Number of markers: SS1GY: 501 SNPs; SS1-PH: 576; SS1-HD: 613; SS2-GY: 210; SS2-PH: 206; SS2-HD:
297 ; SS3-GY: 2,599 ; SS3-PH: 2,678; SS3-HD: 2,770

Materials and Methods
Genotypic Data

• Increasing TP size resulted to an increase in rGS, where
optimum predictions reached when 80% of the lines were used
as TP

WM

Objectives
1. Determine the effects of training population (TP) size, marker number,
and relatedness on the accuracy of genomic predictions for GY, HD, and
PH in soft winter wheat using a single population cross-validation (CV)
scheme under a ridge regression best linear unbiased prediction
(rrBLUP) model; and
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Genomic selection (GS) holds the promise of achieving higher genetic
gains using molecular markers as predictors of breeding values of
individuals. The effects of training population (TP) size, marker
number, and relatedness on the accuracy of genomic predictions for
grain yield (GY), heading date (HD), and plant height (PH) in a diverse
panel of soft winter wheat (N= 239) were evaluated applying a
standard single population cross-validation scheme under a ridge
regression best linear unbiased prediction (rrBLUP) and different
Bayesian models. Prediction accuracies, rGS ranged from -0.08 to 0.70
for measured traits and BLUP phenotypic datasets for rrBLUP.
Increasing TP size resulted to an increase in rGS, where optimum
predictions reached when 60% of the lines were used as TP. Using
subsets of markers derived from association analyses also increased
rGS among measured traits compared to using whole marker dataset.
Relative efficiency of GS per year (REy) for GY increased from 0.983.71 to 1.60-5.90 when subsets of marker data were used. Using lines
belonging to same subpopulation, Q to predict performance on the
same group also had effects on rGS values, particularly for low
heritable trait such as GY, indicating the importance of relatedness
between the training and validation populations to achieve optimal
predictions. Additionally, using locations with high phenotypic
correlations to predict line GY performance also showed effects on rGS.
Taken together, our results demonstrated the importance of TP size,
relatedness, and marker number in the context of improving GS
accuracies in soft winter wheat.

Results and Discussion

Results and Discussion

as r/ 𝐻 where r is the prediction accuracy and H is the heritability of the trait

(H= 0.48)
b RE obtained by multiplying RE with number of years to complete one cycle of phenotypic
Y
C
selection (e.g. for GY, estimated to be 7 years)
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